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Abstract— This system provides a platform for the users 

who are in emergency to ask for help from others and the 

users who are using this application can help the help-

seekers by responding to them through the application itself. 

The system also gives the nearest helpers location to the 

help seeker so that they can select the helper as per the 

requirement. The objective is to develop a user-friendly 

website where any common man can access the information 

and gain value added services by this project not only the 

help seekers will be beneficial by getting the help, also, their 

network enhances, and their business can also be promoted 

as they maintain their profile.          
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I. INTRODUCTION 

Here in the project HELP SEEKER, the main feature is 

getting all benefits in a single website. For posting help, 

needed by friends, family or any publics. Here in this 

system, there is facility to public user to access all functions 

with registration. That is to search nearby places anything in 

the given category or it may be other nearby search which 

shows the location if the user does not get any response, also 

for any help needed to user, may post that help in the wall, 

but that help request must be limited within application, that 

is, response is created within application only. The 

registered user gets the posted message in their timeline and 

can response and view the notifications. Also, user can see 

the posted message in dashboard. 

Similar with [1] two major concepts which is help- 

seeking and help-giving where it relates to mental and 

physical process with emotional moves sometimes to carry 

the help routine forward. [2] Even though there is 

Application like this developing and creating more 

opportunities to get help the individuals are still reluctant to 

seek advice or help from others. [3] It depends on the 

reaction of the helper towards help seeker which includes 

his/her positive feeling and the intentions with attitude about 

future interactions. 

II. LITERATURE SURVEY 

There is possibility of finding similar type work or study 

done before which relates to help seeker.  [4] The first thing 

that comes to mind is what helps-seeking is and what is not? 

Mainly in three elements to express that is a person need of 

help a source of help and a specific need for help. [5] 

Another thing that mainly comes to mind when people say 

help is finance. People will fall for money it may be in any 

way either own their own house and many other things. The 

young generation are likely to be involved themselves in 

these scenarios which in turn leave them in stress. People 

who are poor financially are more likely to seek help. This 

also includes help-seeking behaviour, attitudes and emotions 

as said before. [6] Help seeking from teammates is a 

blessing and only somewhat of a curse. While seeking help 

from teammates can result in improved creative 

performance, it also incurs the need to reciprocate help 

which diminishes creative performance and attenuates the 

positive relationship between help seeking and creativity. As 

we showed that help seeking was the mechanism that 

partially explained the relationship between intrinsic 

motivation and creativity [7] The thing is to uncover the 

factors that affect help-seeking among young people for 

mental health problems and consider why young people, and 

particularly young males, do not seek help when they are in 

psychological distress or suicidal; how the services are made 

more easy and helpful to younger generation; the factors that 

inhibit and facilitate help-seeking; and how community 

gatekeepers can support young people to access services to 

help with personal and emotional problems. 

III. METHODOLOGY 

The APIs provide functionality like analytics, machine 

learning as a service (the Prediction API) or access to user 

data (when permission to read the data is given). There is 

some instances which is embedded Google map on almost 

every website, these can also be achieved using the API 

maps which are static, Places API or Google Earth API. The 

authentication and authorization are required for using some 

of the APIs. To start, it is necessary to obtain credentials 

from the Developers Console. Then the client app can 

request an access token from the Google Authorization 

Server and uses that token for authorization when accessing 

a Google API service. In [8] Google Maps has considerably 

simplified looking up addresses and has made mapping and 

cartography accessible to the masses. Over a billion users 

access Google Maps and its related services such as Street 

View monthly (Choudhary 2013) and the Google Maps 

mobile app is used at least once a month by more than one 

in two smartphone users, making it the most popular 

smartphone app worldwide (Smith 2013). Essentially, 

Google Maps is an easy-to-use mapping application that 

allows its users to locate addresses quickly. 

A. System Overview 

 
Fig. 1: System overview 
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The figure 1 describes that the user can ask for help, Post 

business or he can also help others. The main purpose of the 

project is to help others by connecting to each other. The 

whole project is based on the request and response of the 

user which is monitored by admin. User who is in seek of 

help will request for it by giving some brief description on 

the help he needs. User who is registered will receive the 

request who is nearby the sender location. User will get the 

contact details which he can call him externally. There is 

another choice for the user to add his business which can be 

like promoting the business. Admin will delete the user from 

the application based on the feedback he receives. If user is 

not interested in responding to the request, then he can 

delete the request. 

B. Google(API) 

Using Google API is the major advantage in this web 

application. Its gives the help-giver the direction from where 

the requested is generated. In fact, the help-giver can easily 

identify the directions using Google maps. 

The help-seeker is also benefited by using this google map 

which means he can also search for his own requirement. 

He/she can cancel the request if the Help-giver is too far 

from his point of receiving help. 

 
Fig. 2: Google Map 

The figure 2 is to show how actually the Google 

maps is used now-a-days for every new concept introduced 

there will be a need of Google map. Every single street is 

shown in Google maps which plays a major role in our 

concept which means the Help-giver can find the Help-

seeker using this Google maps. 

 
Fig. 3: Complete Usage of Google Maps 

 

The  figure 3 shows how [10] Google Maps are used as it is 

specified it is used for Geofencing, Location Sharing, 

Machine learning, Advanced routing algorithm, Real-time 

movement and many more but in our concept the main thing 

that is utilized with Google maps is Location sharing. Which 

is Help-seeker will share his location and help description 

using help seeker application. The Help-giver gets the 

notification then he can help that user by using Location 

which is shared by Help seeker through Google Maps. 

IV. RESULT AND ADVANTAGES 

This concept is developed using the tool NetBeans for the 

storage of the data SqlServer is used and for frontend 

Html5,JavaScript and Bootstrap is used. 

A. Time Saving:  

The help needed by user x can be done by user y in less 

time, if user y is nearest to the place where help must be 

done.   

B. Publicity:  

By adding their own business, users gets promotion of their 

own business.  

C. Valid Information:  

Post can also be made about current trends so other users 

gets information. 

D. Better Society:  

When humans gets interaction with each other, network 

enlarges, and social services increases thus results in better 

society. 

E. Enlarging Network:  

By interaction, Network grows and can also be benefited for 

business publicity. 

V. CONCLUSION 

The development of this project has helped many users to 

complete their work within short period of time. Also, which 

enlarges a network and helps the growth of society. This 

project results in improvement of lifestyle of people, 

promotes their business within short period of time, where 

in for publicity the people tries many ways like providing 

sponsorships, adds given in means of communication in 

payment system, but this project is user-friendly where in 

users can promote as they requirement for free of cost also 

can interact by requesting and response.    
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